West Australia’s

Custom Made

Best Quality

Local Experience

Largest Range

Expert Advice

Perth Plantation Shutters
is a local Western Australian
owned and operated
company.
We understand your needs
and proudly stand behind
the quality of our products.

Solutions to suit your needs
whatever the budget.
INTERNAL SHUTTERS

POLY - Our most economical shutter made
from PVC.
Urban

URBAN - Hard wearing, composite timber

Bayside WP

shutter.

URBAN PLUS - Hard wearing, synthetic
shutter with composite timber frame.
BAYSIDEWP - Hard wearing, full synthetic

Need a custom shape?

shutter suited to wet areas (bathrooms,
kitchens etc).

No problem! Have your shutters or blinds
custom designed to suit your needs by our
team of professional technitions.

Australian Made Quality
Guaranteed!

METRO - Eco-friendly timber shutter.
BOSTON - Lightweight shutter, stable and
able to span larger widths.
Citi

A hardwood which is harder than Basswood.

If you want the best, look no further than
our Ultimate shutters range. Made from solid
A grade Western Red Cedar, a beautifully
attractive timber known for high resistance
to borers, termites and decay. They’re so good
we guarantee it!
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SMART - Australian made timber shutter,
suited to high impact areas (kids bedrooms).
ULTIMATE INTERNAL - Premium,
Australian made, timber shutter with a
lifetime guarantee (conditions apply).
MOTORISED - Battery and solar operated
for hard to reach situations.
EXTERNAL SHUTTERS

Boston

Ultimate Internal

FRENCH LOUVER - Decorative, fixed
35mm blade, timber shutter.
ULTIMATE EXTERNAL - Premium,
Australian made, timber shutter.

Complete Satisfaction

METAL - Low maintenance, durable,
aluminium shutter.

To learn more call or visit

BLINDS & VENITIANS

9271 8644

www.ppshutters.com.au
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Expert Advice
All installations are carried out by a team
of expert technitions that will guide you
though every step to ensure your complete
satisfaction. Being an Australian owned and
operated company, we’ll proudly standy by
the quality of our products and service.

CITI - Poplar timber frame with PVC blades.
CIVIC - Manufactured from the Poplar tree.

Civic

Metal

Ultimate External

ROLLER, ROMAN, TIMBER,
PVC, SLIMLINE

Free showroom or in-house
consultations available by
appointment.
Call or book online

ppshutters.com.au
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/ppshutters
Showroom - By appointment
2/5 Millrose Drive, Malaga. WA 6090
Phone (08) 9271 8644
Email info@ppshutters.com.au

Follow us and see the
difference everyones
talking about.
Proud suppliers of :

